
POSITION DESCRIPTION - Kiosk Producer

TITLE: Insurgent Radio Kiosk Producer
REPORTS TO: News Director
HOURS: Roughly one weekend/month, 3-6 hours

Other times flexible

DESCRIPTION:
This position is responsible for recording and engineering the Insurgent Radio Kiosk for
approximately one weekend a month, or at a different frequency depending on the Kiosk
volunteer rotation. Additional responsibilities include coordination and recruitment of listener and
organization-submitted commentaries.

BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES:

➔ Record and edit the Kiosk for each day of the coming week (5 files).
➔ Record vocals using a broadcast-quality microphone.
➔ Include a commentary in each day’s file, with preference toward locally-submitted

commentaries.
➔ Ensure submitted commentaries do not contain slander, hate speech, indecency,

obscenity, profanity, commercial speech, political campaigns or endorsements, or
speech by any politician running for office 90 days before an election.

➔ Ensure submitted commentaries are followed by a disclaimer.
➔ Mix all audio together into one .mp3 file at 320 kbps.
➔ Ensure each file is edited to 4 minutes.
➔ Save files to the “Spots to be Aired” folder on the broadcast network. Name according to

prescribed nomenclature.
➔ Tag files using mp3TAG. Load on CARTS machine in both Combo studios.

➔ Ensure these duties are completed by midnight on Sundays.
➔ Arrange for back-up coverage if you are not able to complete your assigned shift.
➔ Alert News Director if you are not able to complete your shifts.
➔ Give at least one month’s notice when you need to end your volunteer commitment for

any reason.



ADVANCED RESPONSIBILITIES:

➔ Solicit local commentaries from members of the public who have a thought-provoking,
well-stated, and concise idea to to share. This can be any member of the public.

➔ Edit local commentaries for clarity and brevity (2 minutes maximum).

➔ Acquire commentaries through “man on the street” vox pops or at large community
events like festivals or WORT events.

Edited 10/3/21. News Director Chali Pittman, chali@wortfm.org.
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